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T3 Swift Entry Dry Suit h
The Swift Entry suit is a favorite 
of outfitters and first-time dry 
suit buyers. TROPOS T3 fabric 
means comfort in a wide range 
of conditions, and reinforced seat 
and knees extend the life of the 
suit. T3 socks, a relief zipper or 
drop seat zipper and reflective 
tape can be added for versatility 
and comfort. 
Colors: cobalt, pacific
Women’s colors: cobalt
Sizes: S-XXL
Women’s sizes S-L, XLS

TMER {shown}
TME: T3 Meridian

WTME: Women’s TROPOS Meridian

T3 Meridian Dry Suit  h
with relief zipper and 
socks {TMER}
Modeled after our GORE-TEX® 
Meridian dry suit, the TROPOS 
T3 Meridian also incorporates 
an overskirt to layer with your 
spray skirt and keep water out 
of your boat. Two of our most 
popular options {relief zipper and 
T3 socks} complete the suit. The 
Meridian dry suit {TME} is special 
order only.   
Colors: mango, pacific
{cobalt is special order only}
Women’s colors: cobalt, mango
Sizes: S-XXL
Women’s sizes:  S-L, XLS

SuperNova Paddling Suit h
Ideal for recreational and touring 
paddlers wanting a durable and more 
comfortable alternative to neoprene 
or a paddle jacket. This TROPOS 2 
layer suit has all of the features of 
our dry suits, but the traditional latex 
neck gasket has been replaced with 
neoprene. Relief zipper (front for men 
and drop seat for women) and TROPOS 
T3 socks are standard.
Colors: mango/gray, radish/gray
Women’s color: aqua/gray
Sizes: S-XXL
Women’s sizes: S-L, XLS
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t 3  A N d  t rO p OS 
d r y  S U I t S
The family of TROPOS fabrics continues to grow! 

Our new TROPOS 3-layer fabric, known as T3, adds 

a thin layer of polyester tricot to the inside of the 

fabric. Without adding much weight, durability is greatly 

increased. The movement of moisture vapor {also known 

as perspiration} is also improved for better comfort as the 

temperature or your activity level increase.




